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Safety first with the flu vaccine clinics
By Kaytie Olshefski BSN, RN, BC

One of Rossmoor’s best loved and most humorous residents, Harold Gorman celebrated his 100th birthday on July 28. His many friends from the Rossmoor Hookers Club
and his neighbors (pictured here) helped him observe this milestone with a honking
drive-by on Wednesday, July 29.
Harold and his late wife were among the earliest families to reside in this community.
Harold donated his time and services to our wood shop, where he was a monitor for
many years. He helped numerous neighbors with their woodworking projects, teaching
them how to use the equipment to shape wood, how to complete their project, and then
to take it home with a still useable hand and ten fingers intact.
Repeated below is the story of Harold’s role in World War II, which appeared in the Rossmoor News on the occasion of Harold’s 98th birthday. Read on to meet one of our heroes.

Our World War II hero hits the century mark
1941: Harold
Gorman’s war
By Carol De Haan

“What’s the life expectancy
of a World War ll machine
gunner?” asks Beryl Levitt,
with a glance at his friend
Harold Gorman. “It’s about
15 seconds.”
“That’s right,” said former
gunner Gorman. “Because
under enemy fire, everyone
else hits the ground. A machine gunner like me had to
stand up to keep on shooting.”
At a meeting in Rossmoor’s wood shop, where he
served as a monitor, Gorman
reminisced about events
leading up to World War II
and how he took on such an
important role in the war
when he was just a young-

ster himself.
“I grew up in Brooklyn,” he
said. “During high school, I
joined the National Guard.
So, with war on the horizon
around 1940, I went into the
army. First, it was basic training at Camp Smith in New
York State, then Fort Ethan
Allen in Vermont for a year’s
artillery training. Later, at the
Brooklyn Army Base, we
were loaded onto a ship, The
Uruguay, and spent the next
40 days en route to Australia.
“On the ship, I saw all the
guys standing in line for the
mess hall, so I volunteered to
work as a baker in the
kitchen. That way, I got to
eat first and didn’t have to
wait in line three times a day.
“We spent six months in
Melbourne, in southern Australia. By that time, Japanese
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forces had occupied the islands in the Pacific and, of
course, our base at Pearl
Harbor had been destroyed
in a surprise pre-dawn air
raid on December 7, 1941.
Now it was all-out war in the
Pacific as well as in Europe.
“I was in the 162nd Infantry. Several thousand guys in
our Regiment were loaded
onto troop ships and we
headed north to liberate New
Guinea. The ships had to
navigate inside the Great
Barrier Reef to avoid being
torpedoed by enemy submarines.
“We made beach landings
on the south-eastern shores
of New Guinea. It was rough
because the Japanese
forces had spent the past
year felling coconut tree logs
to build bunkers. We were
exposed on the beach, while
they had cover from the jungle.
“Each of us had to carry
everything we might need to
fight (weapons, ammunition)
and to survive (C-rations,
water). Also, my tripod
weighed 75 pounds, so I was
carrying my own weight, if
not more. I needed three assistants. One carried my gun,
another the ammo, and the
third carried water to cool the
(Continued on page 4)

Our flu clinics will start this
month and we will follow the
Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) guidelines on infection prevention
for patient safety. The two
scheduled flu clinics will be in
the Ballroom on Tuesday,
Sept. 22, from 8 a.m. to 2
p.m. and Wednesday, Oct. 7,
from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Please note the ONLY way
to enter the Ballroom is
through the patio. The front
and side door of the Clubhouse will be locked.
Your influenza consent
form packets can be found in
the foyer of the Healthcare
Center on the black bench in
bins. They are color coded to
make it easier to choose the
right consent form. Make
sure you decide which shot
you are receiving: either the
standard (recommended for
those under 65 years of
age), the Fluzone High Dose
(recommended for 65 years
and older due to increased
efficacy) and, by special re-

quest, Flublok, for those with
egg allergies. The Fluzone
High Dose consent form is
pink and the Standard flu
consent is yellow. The consents will be stapled with an
insurance form, Vaccine Information Sheet (VIS) from
the CDC and a receipt for
your physician.
It is important for everyone’s safety that you have
completely filled out these
forms prior to coming to the
flu clinic.
Please bring ONLY your
insurance card and signed
completed packet of flu
forms when you come to the
flu clinic. Leave your coat,
sweater, pocketbook or anything else you may bring in
with you in the car. This excludes if you use a cane or
walker.
We are scheduling appointments, as detailed later
in this article, every 10 minutes to maintain social distancing We will have that list
(Continued on page 18)

Be kind to editors and writers
By Bob Huber

September is Be Kind to
Editors and Writers Month.
This is personally embarrassing, because, as one
who has labored in the world
of words for over 75 years, I
didn’t know, until recently,
that such a month existed. If
I had known, I surely would
have found some way to take
full advantage of it.
Be Kind to Editors and
Writers Month was established in San Antonio, Texas,
in 1984 by the Lone Star
Publishing Company. Its
stated purpose is “to be a
time for editors and writers to
show uncommon courtesy to
each other and to enhance

the awareness of the general
public concerning the importance of writing and editing.”
This is a wonderful idea,
particularly the public awareness part. The general public
needs to be aware that neither writing nor editing is an
easy job. I’ve lost track of
how many times someone
has said to me, “I’ve got a
great idea for a story. You
write it, and we’ll split the
profits.”
For writers, much of the
creative process can take
place away from the keyboard. Family and friends
need to recognize that when
a writer appears to be walk(Continued on page 2)

Hibiscus in flower ............................. Photo by Rose Kobezak
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Bits & Pieces
Sue Ortiz

The RCAI Board of Governors first Zoom meeting was
called to order at 9:10 a.m.
on Thursday, August 20,
2020, by Mr. Daniel Jolly,
President. The Zoom meeting was open to Owners and
Stockholders that wished to
participate.
Mr. Gerald McQuade, Finance Committee Chair, announced that the financial
reports for Period Ended
June 30, 2020 reflected a
surplus of $253,895.11, but it
certainly is too early to tell
how the year may end.
Resolution #20-14, to replace the handicap ramp at
the Meeting House was approved by the RCAI Board of
Governors by email on May
18, 2020, was acknowledged
by the board and became a
part of the Minutes.
The board passed the following resolutions:
A. Resolution #20-15, Authorization to Engage the
Services of Associated
Technology, Inc. (“ATI”) to
Design a Complete Set of
Construction Drawing to
Replace the Three Rooftop HVAC Units at the
Village Center
B. Resolution #20-16, Authorization to a Build Sun
Shelter at the Pro Shop
and Replace the Roof on
the Pool/Golf Building
C. Resolution #20-17, Authorization to Make Improvements to Certain
Tees and Bunkers on the
Golf Course

D. Resolution #20-18, Authorization to Purchase
Three 5 Cluster Street
Lights
E. Resolution #20-19, Authorization to Replace the
Roof Shingles on the
Shuffleboard and Bocce
Shelters and the Siding on
the Shuffleboard Shelter
F. Resolution #20-21, Delegation of Authority from
Mutual No. 16 to RCAI to
Negotiate and Enter into
an Agreement for Landscaping Services
G. Resolution #20-22, Au-

Be kind
(Continued from page 1)

ing around in a daze, staring
blankly into space or unresponsive to conversation,
he/she may be in his/her
most creative state of mind
and should not be disturbed.
Writers need to understand that good editors are
worth their weight in gold.
We may have created what
we consider an absolute
literary gem, but an editor,
looking at it with a fresh
pair of eyes, may offer suggestions to make it even
better. Perhaps the subject
would be clearer if several
paragraphs were reorganized. Then there are the
inevitable punctuation and
spelling errors to correct.
Many times, editors have
caught errors in my copy
that would have been embarrassing had they found

RCAI Board of Governors Meeting
Thursday, September 17

9 a.m.

The meeting will probably be held via Zoom.
Please watch Channel 26 on your TV or
www.rcainj.com for more information.
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Alex Monaco
Linda Monaco

considered
as
space
permits.
Unscheduled volunteer writers should
contact Rossmoor News Chairman Joe
Conti about any article they wish to
contribute. All copy and pictures are
subject to editing and are accepted with
this understanding.
Letters to the Editor must be
emailed to PES at
pescmd@aol.com and clearly
marked Rossmoor News.

thorizing the RCAI Executive Committee to Enter
into Negotiations with
High Tech Landscapes,
Inc. for Landscaping and
Snow Removal Services
If you are interested in further details, please contact
Administration in the Village
Center at 609-655-1000 or
email janebalmer@rcainj.
com.
There was no other business for the Board to discuss
and the meeting was adjourned at 10:00 a.m.
their way into print.
At one time, it was estimated that there were 80
million people in the United
States who were writers:
amateurs and professionals, working on everything
from local church bulletins
to the great American
novel. With the explosion in
Internet venues and social
media, who knows what
that figure might be today?
To acknowledge Be Kind
to Editors and Writers
Month, we need to look no
further than our own Rossmoor News, which is created by an exceptional volunteer staff composed of
both amateurs and professionals. It is, without a
doubt, the best publication
of its type in this area. You
can show your appreciation
and support for our newspaper by offering comments
and suggestions in Letters
to the Editor. Perhaps you
would like to try your own
hand at writing by submitting an article for consideration.
As for me: the next person who says, “I’ve got a
great idea for a story. You
write it, and we’ll split the
profits,” I may bash over
the head with my bag of
rejection slips.

The Rossmoor News and Princeton
Editorial Services (PES) are not liable for
any typographical or printing errors that
may appear, including in its display or
classified advertising, over the cost of the
space of the advertisement.
The advertisements here are, to the best of
the publisher’s knowledge, accurate
representations of the products and
services offered. However, no
endorsements are intended or implied.
Acceptance of all materials is at the
discretion of the publisher.

Editorial Office:
2 Rossmoor Drive,
Email display ads to: pescmd@aol.com
The Rossmoor News a monthly Monroe Twp., NJ 08831
Telephone: 732-761-8534
periodical is mailed to every home
E-mail:
within the Rossmoor community. News
© 2020, PRINCETON EDITORIAL SERVICES, INC.
news@rcainj.com
items are welcome. Appropriate news
items from outside organizations will be
Visit the Rossmoor website at www.rcainj.com

Is this going to be the new
normal? Masks and gloves?
The only time masks and
gloves should be normal is at
Halloween and in plays,
movies, and shows like “The
Lone Ranger,” “Batman,”
“Mask,” “Zorro,” “The Green
Hornet,” “Phantom of the
Opera,” and “M*A*S*H* ”
plus all those doctor and
hospital shows (which I don’t,
as a rule, watch), and, of
course, at an actual hospital.
September used to be the
start of the fall TV season.
Actually, there was only one
television season, but all the
shows, new and renewed,
started in the fall and were
rerun in the summer.
Back in the day, between
finishing my homework and
studying before going to
sleep, I settled in on a cool
September night, curled up
under a hand-crocheted
afghan, turned on the TV,
and tuned to one of the
handful of channels that we
could tune to. “All in the
Family,” “Bonanza,” “The
Partridge Family,” “The
Brady Bunch,” “I Dream of
Jeannie,” were just some of
the entertaining shows that
we could watch on Channels 2, 4, or 7. Once in a
while we could fine-tune a
UHF channel to get a crazy
program like “The Uncle
Floyd Show.”
Old shows from the ’50s,
like “I Love Lucy” or “The
Honeymooners” as well as
“Star Trek” and “Lost in
Space” from the ’60s, were
usually repeated on Channels 5, 9, or 11 earlier in the
evening. In the early to mid
’60s I was too young for
those shows plus I had an
early bedtime. I was watching
“Romper
Room,”
“Wonderful World of Walt
Disney,” and “The Mickey
Mouse Club.”
Nowadays, the fall TV seasons are broken up into two
sections: half of the episodes
play in the fall and the rest in
winter, after the holidays.
Those shows usually have
their cliffhanger finales in
May, after which there is a
summer season, chock full of
new series. No reruns except
during holidays.
During quarantine, I was
offered a couple of months of
free, or discounted, streaming services, and I was able
to catch a few shows that I
wanted to see — specifically
“Outlander” and the two new
“Star Trek” series.
Years ago, shows would
last seven, eight, nine, or
more seasons. Remember
“Dallas” and “Gunsmoke”?
Now, just when you get into
a series, the network, of
which there are now too
many to count, cancels it. If
we’re lucky, another one of
those myriad channels will
pick it up, but it will probably
be on a service that you
have to pay for.
Possibly a campaign to
save the show will be organized by its fans. “Star

Trek” (the original series),
which ran from 1966-69
was one such show that
was cancelled at the end of
season one and brought
back by outpouring fan
mail. Another such show
was “Jericho” (2006-2008).
It was an action-drama that
centered on the residents of
the fictional city of Jericho,
Kan., in the aftermath of a
nuclear attack. Sounds
dark, but it had a really
good story with good acting
from a great cast. The network was driven to renew it
for a second season after
fans of the show mailed
them tons of peanuts. This
was all because a character
exclaimed, “NUTS” in the
last scene of the first season finale.
Now, here’s the perfect
show for the times: “The
Masked Singer,” a bunch of
celebrity contestants who
sing, while practicing social
distancing and wearing
elaborate masks and a
panel of (non-masked) celebrities try to guess the
name of each contestant
after they sing. This show
will probably go on, even
though other shows are not
filming during the present
pandemic. Hah.
So, come this September,
I’ll put on a mud mask, cozy
up in my afghan, and await
some new TV shows to
magically appear on my
screen.
I’ll probably be waiting a
loooooong time.
Where did the summer go?
A masked bandit named
COVID stole it.
B&P
“Acting is largely about
putting on masks, and music
is about removing them.” –
Hugh Laurie (British actor, b.
1959)
“Sometimes when I watch
a TV season, your favorite
shows die quickly. And then
sometimes it’s not your favorite, and they live on for 12
years.” – David Spade
(American actor, b. 1964)

Our Website
Rossmoor now has
an improved website:
rcainj.com.
The Amenities page
features the ability to
access Channel 26
slides anytime. Check it
out.

Notice
ALL EVENTS ARE
SUBJECT TO CHANGE
OR CANCELLATION
DUE TO HEALTH
CONCERNS. VISIT THE
MONROE AND
ROSSMOOR WEBSITES
AND TUNE INTO TV
CHANNEL 26 FOR THE
LATEST INFORMATION.
www.monroetwp.com
www.rcainj.com
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Q:

Recently, I have noticed many political and
expressional signs and
flags throughout the Community. Are they allowed?

A:

Many, many years ago,
signs of any kind were totally
prohibited anywhere in the
Community. Since the Twin
Rivers case in 2006, J. David
Ramsey, Esq. with Becker
and Poliakoff, informed
Rossmoor that political and
expressional signs and flags
needed to be reconsidered,
they could not be totally prohibited.
After several workshops
with the 54 directors and
much discussion, the leaders
of Rossmoor agreed on uniform rules regarding signs
and flags as follows:
Political flags and signs
cannot be displayed on the
common property, such as in
the 3’ bed or turf areas. Political flags may be displayed
30 days prior to an election
and must be removed 48
hours after the election. Political signs, not to exceed
2’x2’, only one sign per
manor, may be placed on the
inside of a window in the
resident’s Unit 30 days prior
to an election and must be
removed within 48 hours after the election.
Expressional signs not to
exceed 2’x2’, only one sign
per manor, may be placed on
the inside of a window in the
resident’s Unit for a period of
30 days, removed for 90
days and displayed for an
additional 30 days. Keep in
mind this includes signs for
our wonderful first responders expressing our many
thanks. They can only be
displayed in a Unit window
for 30 days with the same
restrictions.
To let the first responders,
healthcare professionals and
essential workers know that
we care, a sign on behalf of
the Community thanking
them will be in the North
Gate island soon.
Rossmoor is beautiful
community and the only way
to keep it this way is to observe the your Mutuals and
RCAI Rules and Regulations.
Copies of the Rules and
Regulations are available by
calling Administration at 609655-1000.

Q: What is the best way to
keep informed about activities, emergencies, meetings, and special notices
from RCAI and my Mutual?

A:

The first line of communication is Channel 26 available for viewing on your TV
or the Community’s website
www.rcainj.com by clicking
on Community Amenities/
Learn More/Intercommunity
TV Channel 26. Channel 26
is updated during business
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hours Monday through Friday and in emergencies after
hours as needed.
The Rossmoor News is
also a great resource for the
monthly calendar of activities
and meetings. It may also be
read on the Community’s
website. In fact, past issues
are also available on the
website.
In emergency situations,
Rossmoor is capable of
sending a prerecorded message to one main telephone
number for each Unit in the
Community. We would also
like to be able to email messages. When you have a
chance, please contact the
Village Center at 609-6551000 with your up to date
telephone number and email
address. It would be helpful
in an emergency.

Q: There is so much hearsay information out there
about the outdoor courts
not opening during this
COVID-19
pandemic.
Please explain why.

A:

It all started on March
21, 2020 when Governor
Murphy signed Executive
Order #107, (“EO”) ordering
all recreational facilities,
which included the outdoor
courts and the fitness center be closed until further
notice. On May 18, 2020,
Governor Murphy signed
EO #147 permitting the
opening of private “tennis
clubs” with regulations and
conditions. This prompted
the RCAI Board of Governors to schedule a workshop with Mr. Ramsey.
At the workshop on May
29, 2020, Mr. Ramsey reminded the board that their
highest duty is to protect the
health and safety of its residents. The board members
serve in a fiduciary role and
have a duty to protect the
Owners and Stockholders
from financial risk. Undertaking a risk of potentially serious health consequences
subjects the Community, the
individual board members
and
the
Owners/
Stockholders to possibly serious liability that is not covered by insurance.
The board also discussed
the age of the residents and
how they are at higher risk of
contracting COVID-19; the
extensive regulations and
conditions and the cost to
fulfill them including reservations, number of players,
signage, no bathrooms, sanitizer made available for
every player, sanitization of
high touch areas and the
Community’s equipment after
each match, waivers, and
enforcement of the conditions; the number of players
compared to the total number of residents, is it worth
the risk; other forms of exercise are available in the

Community, such as walking
or riding bikes on the miles
and miles of sidewalks and
roads; government entities
such as municipalities have
governmental immunity and
communities do NOT have
immunity; and the Association is not a business that
benefits from the outdoor
courts such as private tennis
club.
The RCAI Board of Governors, on May 29th, by unanimous consensus, agreed not
to open the outdoor courts
until there are substantial
changes in the regulations
and conditions described in
the Executive Orders; infection rate; exposure to potential liability; the cost to meet
the conditions to justify the
opening of the outdoor
courts.
The opening of the outdoors courts was recently
questioned by a small
group of residents and another workshop was held on
August 18 th. After careful
consideration of the facts, a
majority of those present,
by consensus, agreed that
there were no substantial
changes in the situation to
support reversing their decision of May 29 th to keep the
outdoor courts closed. It
certainly was not an easy or
popular decision, but one
that had the best interest of
a majority of the Owners
and Stockholders in mind.
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World War II hero

Scam Alert
The Monroe Township
Police Department has an
important message for the
community:
Scammers are using fake
phone numbers that come up
on caller ID as “Monroe Twp
NJ” to contact residents. The
callers are posing as a thirdparty energy company
offering refunds. At first
glance, the call appears to
come from the Township of
Monroe when, in fact, it is a
scam.
If you pick up the phone,
the call will be answered by
an automatic recording that
offers you a 30% discount
on your gas and electric
bill. The recording then tells
you to press “1.” If you do,
you will be connected to a
live person, often with a
heavy accent. That person
asks for your zip code. If
you provide it, that person
congratulates you on your
eligibility
for
a
30%
discount. Then the person
wants your PSEG, JCP&L,
or energy provider account
number.
Do not provide any
information and hang up
immediately
By President Steve Gray,
Computer Club

This, of course, is just one
of many scams that are
hitting us these days. I
cannot stress this strongly
enough, if it seems too good
to be true, then it probably
isn't. Never, ever give out
personal information over the
telephone.
By the time you read this, I
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(Continued from page 1)

believe everyone will have
their power back after the
recent blackout. It is amazing
the power that Mother
Nature has that leaves us
feeling powerless, literally.
Speaking of power, I
actually heard
some
r um bling about thos e
people with solar panels
getting
their
“comeuppance” since they also
had no power, and since
they (solar users) get
discounts from ratepayers.
Let’s look a bit deeper.
Yes, they are also shut
down, to prevent any
feedback onto the lines to
help avoid accidents, such
as
workers
getting
electrocuted because they
thought the line was dead.
Safety first.
When the solar panels
are operative, they not only

cover normal household
use, they also feed excess
energy into the grid. Why
should we care? Simply,
because that has helped
the electric utilities balance
out the feed and keep up
with demand without having
to build new generating
stations at public expense.
Solar panels also produce
energy without burning
fossil fuels. Even though
the solar panel users are
getting away very cheap
after the initial installation
expense, they should be
thanked for helping to keep
both
our
rates
and
greenhouse gases lower.
How do I know this?
Simple, I was one of those
solar panel people before
moving to Rossmoor.
Stay safe, stay well, and
try to stay cool.

B, L, D – What’s in a 9x13 dish can
satisfy your appetite
By Linda Bozowski

Sweet or savory, brunch or
dinner. Tempting bread pudding with whipped cream or
zesty chicken enchiladas
with homemade salsa. A
classic Pyrex 9x13 baking
dish probably lives (or used
to live) in our kitchen cabinets, since that kitchen essential was often needed
when more than two folks
were sitting down for a meal.
One of the best features of
using that ubiquitous casserole container is that it just
begs for foods to be prepped
in advance, then refrigerated

and finally cooked, usually
the next day.
Some of the dishes noted
below may entice you to pull
the casserole out of the cabinet and spend a little time
prepping one (or more) of
these favorites:
 Eggnog bread pudding –
Stop and Shop website
delish! Published in the
Stop and Shop magazine
in early winter, the recipe is
probably on their website.
All the folks on the
Rossmoor News committee
enjoyed it.
 Tres leches cake -- use Ina
Garten recipe for the cake,
or substitute a box cake
mix. Definitely use Ina’s
recipe for the mix mixture.
Best if made a day in
advance of planning to
serve it. Keeps very well in
the fridge for several days.
 Yukon gold and sweet
potato gratin – super easy,
nice contrast of colors and
tastes. Prep a day in
advance, bake on the day
of the meal. Nice with a
blend of cheeses including
gruyere and cheddar.
 Artichoke cheese dip -Having a large gathering?
This easy-mix dip is delish,
not too heavy, great blend
of flavors and can be mixed
(Continued on page 6)

gun down when it overheated.
“Each of us dug a hole in
the sand for cover. That’s
also where we had to sleep.
We were wet all the time
from excessive humidity,
from our own perspiration,
and from water seeping up
through the sand. Our clothing began to rot away.
“Sleeping on the ground
was rough because it never
stopped moving: you couldn’t
find a spot that wasn’t covered
with crawling beetles, bugs,
lizards, spiders, and they were
all over us. The mosquitos
were vicious but after a while,
we didn’t feel them anymore.
Malaria was everywhere. The
only thing that kept us going
were Atabrine pills. We all
turned yellow.
“As we fought our way
inland and up into the hills,
eventually we got to sleep in
hammocks that we strung
from coconut trees. There
were plenty of coconuts
around but we couldn’t eat
them because they gave us
diarrhea. Then we discovered food supplies that the
Japanese soldiers abandoned. All of a sudden, we
had rice to boil, canned fish,
and let’s not forget all that
good saki.
“The Papuan natives
helped us. They had not
liked the Japanese soldiers
that invaded their island.
Many Papuans worked as
stretcher-bearers, and they
saved lives that way. It was
interesting to hear some natives speaking Dutch when
we got to areas that had
been under Netherlands administration.
“I remember being indignant one time. I was concealed in the jungle outside a
landing strip with a brandnew gun. The Japanese
bombed the landing strip and
shrapnel went everywhere.
When it was all over and I
had a chance to look at my
new gun, I was pretty upset.
The brand-new gun was
dented from the shrapnel!
Well, at least I could still use
it.
“Another time I was up
north on Biak Island at dawn,
and a tank was coming right
at me. Of course, a 30caliber gun is useless
against a tank, so I fired at all
the soldiers around the tank.
But the tank was so close
that I had to hit the ground. It

looked like this would be it
for me. But all of a sudden,
for no apparent reason, the
tank turned around and left. I
must have scared him off.
“Of course, General Douglas MacArthur was in charge
of the Pacific campaign.
However, my immediate officer was Colonel Archibald
Roosevelt. He was a great
guy. He was the son of
President Teddy Roosevelt.
“What did we accomplish
in two years of jungle combat
in New Guinea? For one
thing, we protected Australia
from invasion. Then we
helped liberate all those Pacific islands that had been
conquered. We wondered if
all the Japanese soldiers
managed to evacuate.
Probably a lot of them hid in
the mountainous parts of the
island and were never heard
from again. More than
200,000 U.S., Australian,
and Japanese servicemen
died in New Guinea in those
days.
“I was sent back for R&R
in Australia. The Aussies are
great people, and we especially liked the girls.
“At one point back in Australia, I had acquired 80 combat points and my sergeant
called me in to say he was
sending me home. He apologized that I had to go by boat
because he didn’t have a
plane to fly me back. ‘Don’t
worry, Sarge,’ I told him. ‘I’ll
swim to California.’
“Eventually, they sent me
to Fort Dix to train for a clerical job at Fort Jay, the military prison on Governor’s
Island. That place was full of
Italian POWs who all had
relatives in Brooklyn. We
used to let them out to visit
their families for a day.
“One morning, all us overseas guys were told to go
see the first sarge. He said
‘Get out of here by noon.’ So,
at age 25, I was honorably
discharged. They gave me a
Combat Infantry Badge, a
Bronze Star, and a Good
Conduct Medal. Those last
two were probably for being
a good typist.”
***
Harold Gorman had just
celebrated his 98th birthday
when this article was first
printed. When asked the inevitable question, “To what
do you attribute your longevity?” he replies, “It’s all my
wife’s fault. She’s up in
heaven with a new boyfriend
and she doesn’t want me up
there making a fuss.”
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A start to the school year like no other in Monroe
By Dr. Dori Alvich,
Superintendent of Schools

As we move through summer toward the new school
year, we can safely say that
our school reopening will be
unlike any we have ever
seen. Throughout this summer, representatives of our
district’s administration,
staff members, school
nurses, bus drivers, and
counselors have spent
many hours meeting and
planning to ensure that:
 The health, safety, and
emotional well-being of our
students and staff members
are protected;
 Continuity
and
advancement of student
learning will occur;
 Parental
choice
in
instructional
format
is
offered;
 Training and support is
available for staff in a
hybrid
and
virtual
instructional format; and
 Protocols and processes
are created to mitigate the
transmission of COVID-19.
We have surveyed parents
and staff for input on the various options for reopening
and have incorporated their
feedback into our plans.
In response to the New
Jerse y Departm ent of
Health’s guidance document
“The Road Back – Restart
and Recovery Plan for Education” (released on June 26,
2020), the district has developed a Restart and Reopening Plan, which can be found
on our district website, that
includes plans for health and
safety, continuity of learning,
technology deployment, and
budgeting/funding and policy
revisions. The plan requires
districts to provide for a return to in-person education in
some capacity for the fall
2020.
On July 24, 2020, Governor Murphy announced that
all parents must have the
option for their children to
attend school fully remotely,
so the district has incorporated that option into our
plan. During the week of August 4, we presented our plan
to parents across three evenings, one for the high
school, one for middle
school, and one for kindergarten and elementary

schools.
As you read through the
Monroe Township School
District Restart and Reopening Plan, it is important to
understand that the document serves to provide a
high-level overview of our
district’s reopening strategies. The Restart and Reopening Plan is a living document that will be modified as
health, circumstances, guidance, and conditions shift
within our communities, the
state and nation. Throughout
our planning, every effort has
been made to ensure the
health, wellness, and safety
of our students and staff.
Some highlights of our
plan include:
 Daily screening for all staff
and students including a
screening questionnaire to
be completed online before
coming to school;
 Temperature checks at the
door of all buildings;
 A hybrid option for parents
which allow students to
attend school for some
days while learning virtually
on others;
 The option for any student
to choose the fully remote
option where all lessons
will be taught by a teacher
over the computer; and, to
help minimize the number
of students on buses;
 The option where parents
can opt for a transportation
waiver and drive their
children to school;
 Students
will
attend
schools on a half day
schedule in person with
additional remote schooling
in the afternoons. Cohorts
of students will be identified
and cohorts will only attend
in person 2 to 3 days per
week;
 The district has increased
expectations for the remote
learning times to include
live interaction between
students and teachers
daily.
Every aspect of the plan is
flexible and dependent on
staffing and health conditions. The district will continue to monitor all updates
and make adjustments as
needed. This challenge has
definitely shown the creativity
of educators across the
country and here in Monroe

Township.
Although
the
school year is not expected
to be business as usual, I am
confident that our staff will do
whatever is in their power to
offer an exemplary education
to all of our students while
keeping everyone as safe as
we can. As always, we are
adding updated information
to our district website regarding this topic and all matters
related to our school district.
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The Brehon Law
By Anne Rotholz

Some scholars of law in our
day are looking at Ireland’s
ancient approach to justice
and hinting that it might be the
way of the future.
The Brehon Law was a
complex legal system that was
used in Ireland for nearly a
thousand years. This totality of
ancient Irish law operated until
the English conquest of Ireland in the first half of the 17th
century. The laws, originally
passed down orally, were written on parchment by Irish
monks in the seventh century.
Brehon is a term for an historical arbitration, mediation or
judicial role in early Irish culture. It is also the term used to
denote one of a class of lawyers (usually traveling lawyers)
with power to serve as a jurist
and referee but without power
to enforce the decision. To
qualify as a Brehon often took
years of studying the law.
Brehon Law respected people first and property second. It
honored the sanctity of contracts. Divorce was allowed
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and all the rules were clearly
set down.
Under Brehon Law, women
had rights equal to men.
A most unusual law was one
pertaining to hospitality. A
stranger coming to one’s
home should be treated with
the utmost kindness and be
given food and lodging for as
long as necessary. Many people feel that Ireland’s reputation as a warm, welcoming
country goes back to this period.
The greatest value of Brehon Law was the fact that it
rejected the violent law “an
eye for an eye and a tooth for
a tooth” that was so prevalent
at that time. It involved a system of restorative rather than
punitive justice. Criminals
would have to pay their victims
back. The law would then give
them a path back so that they
could be integrated with society and become useful members again.
Under Brehon Law, full restitution to those wronged was a
(Continued on page 9)

By Bob Huber

Labor Day, the traditional
end of the summer vacation
season, falls on Monday,
Sept. 7, this year. So much
for tradition. Our world has
been turned upside down by
the pandemic. The Internet
has become an essential
part of our daily lives as we
try to practice social distancing, but in fact, down through
history, there have been hundreds of events that have
altered and illuminated our
times, and September has
had its share. Here are a
few.
On Sept. 4, 1609, Manhattan was discovered by explorer Henry Hudson, and on
this same date, 1781, Los
Angeles was founded by
Spanish Governor Felipe de
Neve, eventually anchoring
the continental United States
with two of its largest cities.
On Sept. 9, 1774, the first
Continental Congress convened in Philadelphia and

two years later, on Sept.15,
the Congress officially
adopted our country’s new
name: The United States of
America.
On Sept.15, 1789, James
Fennimore Cooper was born
in Burlington, Vt. This novelist, historian and social critic
was one of the earliest writers to characterize our country’s formative period. His
best-known novel, “Last of
the Mohicans,” remains as
popular today as when it was
first written.
On Sept.16, 1620, 120
Pilgrims departed England
for America. They landed in
Provincetown on Nov. 21
and eventually disembarked
at Plymouth on Dec. 26.
On Sept. 22, 1862, President Abraham Lincoln issued
the preliminary Emancipation
Proclamation, freeing slaves
in Confederate territories as
of July 1, 1863.
Two American entertain-

ment icons claim September
as their birth month:
Puppeteer Jim Henson
was born on Sept. 24 1936.
Starting with a little frog character fashioned from a piece
of his mother’s discarded
coat, he went on to develop
a whole cast of wonderful
characters who entertain and
educate our children on
“Sesame Street.”
The prolific pianist and
composer,
George
Gershwin, was born on Sept.
26, 1898. His creative genius
put an indelible American
stamp on both popular and
classical music.
Though this column deals
primarily with American people and events, we take
note of a bit of bother which
involved our cousins across
the pond. It seems that after pondering the issue for
about 200 years, England
decided to convert from the
Julian calendar to the Gregorian calendar on Sept. 2,
1752. This is the calendar
which is most commonly
used today around the
world. The conversion
caused a major adjustment,
requiring Wednesday, Sept.
2, to be followed by Thursday, Sept. 14. This was most
upsetting to the gentry, and
for weeks there was rioting in
the streets. The Brits wanted
their 11 days back. Eventually, cooler heads prevailed,
and the matter was put to
rest.
Now, if we could only get
them to drive on the right
side of the road.

Appetite
(Continued from page 4)

in advance and baked right
before the party guests are
expected.
 French toast casserole -–
so easy, prep the night
before. Add fruits if desired.
Yum.
 Enchiladas, any protein
filling -- Crank up the heat
or serve it with mild
flavorings. A little rice and
beans on the side makes
this a great dinner, and
maybe
there
will be
leftovers for tomorrow.
If you have some spare
time and want to try a new
recipe, pull out your 9x13
dish and a few ingredients
and enjoy the results. If you
decide on doing a savory
choice, you may well have
leftovers for a second meal.
However, if all the Tres
leches cake or artichoke
cheese dip disappears by the
end of the evening, oh well,
make it again another day.

Please note
Printed copies of
the September Rossmoor News are available for pick up at
the Village Center by
calling Administration
at 609-655-1000.
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This month in pictures
By Joe Conti and Walter Gryskiewicz

Some of the Rossmoor Veterans gather in the Clubhouse parking lot near the pickleball
courts to catch up on all the news.

Jim Hogan was surprised by a visit from the Rossmoor
Vets before he went to the Hospital for Special Surgery.

Clasp of Brotherhood

Rossmoor Veterans salute Jimmie before he leaves for the hospital.

Bob Shine and Dan McOlvin, behind those masks, congratulate Harold on his 100th birthday.

Woodshop monitors honor Harold on his birthday.

Harold’s birthday banner
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Has anyone burned any good books lately?
By Allan Kaufman

Throughout the years, and
even up to 2020, Harper
Lee’s classic “To Kill a Mockingbird” remains the number
one book cited to be banned
from schools and libraries.
Imagine those students and
townspeople never getting to
know Atticus Finch and Boo
Radley, not being able to
shout out with rage at the
way Tom Robinson was
treated, not being able to see
or feel that injustice. That is

The Brehon Law
(Continued from page 6)

key issue. As well as paying
the victim back, the criminal
would have to pay a fine. In
the case of murder or serious
injury, the criminal could lose
everything and become a virtual slave. Even then, the
criminal had the right to start
over and work his way back
into society.
We should remember that
the Brehons, in considering a
case and giving judgment, did
not impose a penalty. They
simply indicated what the penalty should be and it was then
up to the injured person, his
family and the community to
enforce it. This they did since
the law was accepted by all. If
the criminal refused, it was up
to his family to meet the obligation. They usually paid up
by taking the family member’s
possessions, usually land and
cattle, to give to the victim.

what a town or school loses
by banning this book, or any
book.
Not far behind in banned
books is “Diary of a Young
Girl” by Anne Frank,
“Slaughterhouse Five” by
Kurt Vonnegut, as well as
“Catcher in the Rye” by J.D.
Salinger. Whether the community considers that a book

should be banned for offensive language or sexual content is offensive to begin
with.
The Banned Books Week
was launched in the 1980s
as a response to school districts and communities banning what they believed to be
immoral books with indecent
(Continued on page 10)
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book burning in the United
States. We go back to the
late 19th century, where a
former U.S. postal inspector
Anthony Comstock appointed himself America’s
censor, creating the New
York Society for the Suppression of Vice. One of his
prim ary
targets
was
“obscenity” in literature
along with birth control materials written by the likes of
Margaret Sanger. Her materials and information were

(Continued from page 9)

content. The Supreme Court
ruled in 1982 that school officials could not ban books in
libraries because of their
content.
And what follows after
books are being banned, is
books being burned. Book
burning has a long and dark
history. Usually carried out in
a public context, the burning
of books and other printed
material represents an ele-

destroyed.
Incidents of banning and
burning books continued into
the 21st century. In 2001,
J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter
children’s books were
branded as satanic and
burned in a bonfire at a
church in Alamagordo, N.M.
In 2003, Harry Potter books
were also burned in a church
bonfire in Greenville, Mich. In
both cases, the responsible
clergy stated that they had

never read these books.
To ban a book is to close a
mind. To burn a book is to let
censorship win out over an
enlightened society. Neither is
acceptable. And that is why
we observe Banned Books
Week starting on August 27,
by celebrating our freedom to
read without censorship.
I can be reached at
allan.kaufman0125@gmail.c
om. Comments are most
welcome.

Bach to Strauss – September is
Classical Music Month

Nazi book burning

Burned books
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ment of censorship and usually proceeds from a cultural,
religious, or political opposition to the materials in question. The burning of books
under the Nazi regime is perhaps the most famous book
burning in history. Aside from
removing materials critical of
their regime, the Nazis were
especially intent on removing
all materials pertaining to the
Jews and their history.
Book burning has not been
limited to Nazi Germany. In
fact, there is a history of

By Linda Bozowski

What do the terms operetta, concerto and symphony
have in common? They all
represent genres of classical
music. But let’s add another
question:
what
does
“classical” music mean?
Does it mean music that was
composed two hundred or
more years ago by such
composers as Bach or
Strauss or Mozart? No, it
merely means music of particular styles, not of specific
periods of time.

Although they may be
lesser known, there are hundreds of composers who
have, over the past hundred
years, composed all of the
various genres of classical
music. Among those who
may be better known are
Samuel Barber, Eric Whitacre, Philip Glass and Glen
Roven -- names you may not
be familiar with. How about
George Gershwin, John Williams, and Leonard Bernstein?
Let’s take a look at the
most recently mentioned
composers. We think of West
Side Story when we think of
Bernstein. He also penned
ballets, operas, film scores,
symphonies and other orchestral music, and wrote for
the piano. Bernstein was
also an extremely talented
conductor and promoted
classical music via television
and through his several
books.
Do you know John Williams? The “Star Wars,”
“Close
Encounters,”
“ET” (and many more film
pieces) composer? He composed 18 concertos, nine
chamber works and various
other orchestral pieces. If
you don’t think of Williams
as being a contemporary
classical composer, perhaps
you need to give that topic a
bit more thought.
George Gershwin, of
George and Ira fame, wrote
the opera “Porgy and Bess”
which, unfortunately, is on
hold right now due to the
Broadway shutdown. George
Gershwin was mostly known
for his Broadway musical
pieces, aided by Ira for the
lyrics. He also composed
original scores for a number
of movies and wrote numerous orchestral pieces.
Glen Roven, who died in
2018 at the young age of 60
or 61 (his birthdate is disputed) was well regarded for
his conducting talents, but he
also composed for such luminaries as Patti LuPone and
others. He was a skilled pianist who performed his own
concert music at Carnegie
Hall. He conducted and arranged music for Sinatra and
Sammy Davis, and conducted both inaugural concerts (two each) for Presidents George W. Bush and
Bill Clinton. His widely known
piece, “Goodnight Moon,” is
based on the children’s book
of the same name.
Whitacre, Glass and Barber are all prolific composers
of orchestral pieces and vo(Continued on page 11)
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A young woman invents a career
By Anne Maczulak

Two hundred years ago on
May 12, a girl was born to
the wealthy British Shore
family. A life of servants, riding, and royal galas awaited
her and her year-old sister
Parthenope, Parthe for short,
thank goodness. Governesses raised the girls until
their father selected a
school. But the quality of
education for girls disappointed him. He brought his
daughters home so he could
teach them himself.
Parthe preferred to ignore
the books and applied herself instead to traditional
skills such as sewing, music,
and flower arranging, until
ownership of her life would
be legally transferred in marriage from father to husband.
The younger sister, nicknamed Flo for her parents’
beloved Florence, Italy, preferred books. For Flo, her
father designed a curriculum
built on Greek, Latin, and
math. She consumed it all.
The ancient languages made
her multilingual, which would
be valuable years later. She
especially took to math and
its new branch called statistics. When the teenaged girls
toured the Continent with
their parents, Parthe couldn’t
keep her eyes off the palaces, gilded carriages, and
young men in uniform. Flo,
meanwhile, flipped open her
always-handy notebook and
recorded the numbers of
buildings, fountains, trees,
and birds.
When the sisters joined the
social circuit, Parthe was a
natural. Flo resembled her
father: tall, thin and serious.
At parties, she towered over

Classical Music
(Continued from page 10)

cal music as well as piano
and string pieces. And we
must acknowledge our own
periodic guest, Daryl Kubian,
a violinist with NJ Symphony
Orchestra, who has entertained us under the auspices
of the Rossmoor Music Association. Wikipedia and
other websites list hundreds
of talented men and women
who sit with their score paper
and pens to write music that
we can enjoy.
Perhaps our contemporary
classicists are writing pieces
smaller than the earlier masters, but what they write is
certainly worthy of our attention.
The music of some of
these imaginative composers
can sometimes be found by
links to their websites or
through a link I recently discovered called Medici. That
site offers concerts, operas,
ballets and other theaterquality entertainment for a
very modest fee. Never having attended an opera, I’m
looking forward to becoming
better educated in this genre.
And except for “The Nutcracker,” I’ve never viewed a
ballet. I’ll be tuning in to see
what I’ve been missing. Perhaps you might like to
broaden your artistic horizons as well.

most boys, looked pale, and
was a bit standoffish. She
longed for her rooms where
she could read in peace. But
Flo did her best at formal
gatherings and used her
statuesque presence to advantage. She attracted suitors less with her looks than
with her clever wit, which she
usually kept hidden. At 17, a
young member of drawing
room society proposed marriage. Flo made the unheardof decision to reject him.
Aunts and cousins reacted
with anger, frustration or bemusement. Her mother almost fainted.
But something beyond
marriage tugged at Flo. As
she rode carriages to and
from parties, she noticed
squalid slums and saw misery on faces. When she traveled the Continent, its rebellious activism against social
injustices inspired her. She
began devouring books on
England’s Industrial Revolution and how it led to poverty
for many. She was especially
moved by the scenes of
starving orphans — as young
as five — tied to backbreaking days in factories and
mills.
The suffering of England’s
homeless and destitute just
outside the estate walls
haunted Flo. She fell into
periods of deep depression
and isolation and began to
disdain the notion of the idle
rich. But family responsibilities remained. Flo filled her
social calendar but also kept
an eye on Europe’s politics,
s laver y,
abolitionists,
women’s suffrage, and child
labor reforms. Her social
standing brought her into
literary circles, and when she
was 22, the poet Richard
Monckton Milnes asked her
to marry him. This time she
struggled with the choice.
Would Flo choose the acceptable route into marriage
or follow a path she couldn’t
yet define, but one that had a
strong pull on her?
***
On a November night in

Florence Nightingale
1854, a rowboat carrying Flo
and 38 nurses crossed the
Bosporus Strait in a blinding
rainstorm toward Scutari on
the Black Sea. They squinted
at a castle-like hospital at the
top of a bluff.
Twelve years earlier, Flo
had declined Milnes’ marriage proposal and began
pursuing a career that for
women did not then exist.
After sending Milnes packing, Flo volunteered to take
medicines, blankets, and
food to a poor village nearby.
An idea came to her. She
asked the village doctor how
to go about studying to be a
nurse. But the nursing profession wasn’t a thing.
Nurses, unpaid, held a pa(Continued on page 12)
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Ida B. Wells: journalist pioneer, suffragist,
seeker of justice
By Jean Houvener

Ida B. Wells was born into
slavery on July 16, 1862, in
Holly Springs, Miss. When
the Civil War ended in 1865,
her family became free and
took an active part in the Reconstruction period. Her father created a successful
carpentry business, having
been apprenticed to a carpenter while still owned by
his white father. Her mother
became a successful cook.
Knowing that education
was critical for their children,
Ida’s parents ensured their
education. Her father served
as a trustee at Shaw College
(now Rusk University),
founded in 1866 for Black
students, which Ida attended.
Sadly, in 1878 Ida’s parents
and the youngest child were
struck down by the yellow
fever epidemic that year. As
the oldest child, at 16 Ida
took on the task of supporting her remaining siblings,
taking a job as a teacher in a
school for Black children.

Young woman
(Continued from page 11)

tient’s hand until a doctor, a
man, arrived to save the day.
So the doctor dismissed
Flo’s impossible idea.
Crushed, she became reclusive, lost weight, and was
often sick. Her family didn’t
give it much thought.
“Travel,” they said. “See museums and ancient ruins.”
Instead, on the continent
she visited poorhouses and
befriended aristocrats. Many
shared her concern for
Europe’s homeless children
and women, who had no access to healthcare. Flo returned home and began
studying procedures used in
English hospitals. She traveled Europe to observe surgeries and study doctors’
reports. Flo cobbled together
her training to become a
nurse qualified to do more
than hold a hand or dab
sweat from a brow. She most
wanted to be a nurse for society’s neediest and forgotten. When her family heard
it, her parents were dumbstruck. Parthe went hysterical.
Flo persevered and built a
career. She was head of
London’s Institute for the
Care of Sick Gentlewomen
when the Secretary of War
called. Britain and France
were then fighting Tsarist
Russia in the Crimea. That
call led to the 1854 boatful of
women on the Bosporus in
the dead of night.
The dank and fetid scene
inside Barrack Hospital
stunned them. Fifteen-yearold soldiers screamed in
pain, surrounded by filth, vermin, and exhausted doctors.
The place lacked fresh bandages, instruments, clean
blankets, safe water. Flo set
the nurses to work. They upgraded cleaning, recordkeeping, food (she called her contacts to bring in a chef), and
surgical rooms.

Ida’s grandmother, Peggy
Wells, helped care for the
children while Ida was working.
When Peggy Wells died in
1883, Ida moved with the
youngest children to live with
her aunt Fanny in Memphis,
Tenn. There she quickly
found a job as a teacher.
She also continued her education at Fisk University and
Lemoyne-Owen College.
On May 4, 1884, the train
conductor on the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad refused to honor the first-class
ticket she had purchased
and forced her off the train
when she refused to switch
to the crowded smoking car.
By this time, the U.S. Supreme Court had invalidated
the Civil Rights Act of 1875,
which had outlawed discrimination on the basis of race
for public accommodations.
Nevertheless, Ida hired a
lawyer and sued the railroad.
The local circuit court found
in her favor, granting a $500

Flo arrived first each day
and was last to leave. Every
night she carried her lantern
up and down rows of sleeping soldiers, checking each
one. Doctors groused about
having to wash their hands
and, worse, taking advice
from a woman. But with her
physical presence, stern resolve, and friends in high
places, Flo made sure they
toed the line. She voiced the
wry opinion that a hospital’s
job is to make patients well,
not sicker.
The wounded came in
faster than doctors could
treat them. Flo watched one
doctor set aside five soldiers
to die because their injuries
were too serious for the time
and effort required of him.
She grabbed another nurse
and together they spent the
night keeping those five men
alive. When the doctor saw
them in the morning, he decided maybe he could save
them after all.
In addition to better cleanliness, Flo introduced posttreatment follow-ups to tell
doctors whether or not their
ministrations had helped.
She compiled it all in the
1859 Notes on Nursing,
which revolutionized medical
recordkeeping and hospital
sanitation. The author’s
name appeared on the
cover, but it wasn’t Flo
Shore. Years earlier her family had adopted a different
name. The author was Florence Nightingale.
Nightingale went on to
make nursing a profession
with standardized training,
uniforms, and a code of ethics. Every nurse today recites the Nightingale Pledge
at graduation. Washing
hands to remove germs was
once viewed as radical. Now,
it’s the first, most basic step
in germ control.
Nurses still follow Nightingale’s footsteps. When they
see something that needs
doing, they get it done.

award. The Tennessee Supreme Court reversed that
decision. In reaction she
wrote, “O God, is there no …
justice in this land for us?”
While still teaching, she
became active as a journalist, writing articles for the
Evening Star in Washington,
D.C., and for The Living Way
critical of the increasingly
restrictive Jim Crow policies.
In 1889, she became a writer
and co-owner with J.L. Fleming of The Free Speech and
Headlight, in Memphis. In
1891, the Memphis school
board dismissed her as a
teacher because of her articles criticizing the conditions
in the schools for Black children at the time. While saddened by this, she continued
as a journalist, expanding
her writings, and becoming
financially successful.
In 1889, a friend, Thomas
Moss, opened a grocery
store in the neighborhood.
He was successful and well
liked. His store competed
with a store owned by William Barrett, a white man,
who was unhappy with the
competition. In 1892, a fight
broke out between two boys,
one black, one white, over a
game of marbles, on the
street between the two
stores. When the father of
the white boy intervened to
thrash the other boy, Moss’s
fellow workers and owners
intervened to stop the fight.
The next day Barrett returned with the sheriff to find
the workers. Frustrated, as
they were not there, he returned three days after the
original altercation with a
group of armed white men.
When Moss and his supporters defended the store with
guns, hundreds of whites
were deputized and the men
were arrested. Rather than
having a trial, however, they
were taken from the jail and
shot. Moss’s last words
were, “Tell my people to go
west, there is no justice
here.”
Wells was devastated by
the murder of her friend and
wrote, “There is, therefore,
only one thing left to do; save
our money and leave a town
which will neither protect our
lives and property, nor give
us a fair trial in the courts,
but take us out and murders
us in cold blood when accused by white persons.”
This event was to change
the course of Ida’s journalism, leading her to do an extensive review of lynching,
introducing to journalism the
techniques of investigative
journalism, researching
newspaper accounts, reviewing photographs, interviewing
witnesses, and recording
statistical data on the lynching she investigated. As a
small, under five feet tall,
woman, asking questions on
a dangerous subject, she
showed the lengths to which
she would go for her story.
What she found was that
contrary to the usual argument that a Black man had
(Continued on page 13)
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Digital, 35 mm, or slides – Save your photos
By Linda Bozowski

When was the last time
you vowed to organize all the
photos that have accumulated over the years? And
the second part of that question is, of course, how far did
you get toward meeting that
goal?
As I’ve been working on
clearing out “stuff” from my
garage over the past few
weeks, I found many, many
photos and other documents
that I didn’t know were there.
My late father-in-law (or
maybe my late mother-in-law,
too) as well as my packrat
husband were savers – report

Ida B. Wells
(Continued from page 12)

raped a white woman, most
victims of a lynching had
been successful businessmen
whose success was not accepted by the white community. During this time period,
many of the laws attempting to
limit voting rights for Black
people were enacted, as well
as disenfranchising poor white
people. In 1892 in response to
an editorial she had written,
her newspaper office in Memphis was attacked by a mob
and burned and the presses
destroyed. If she had been
there, she probably would
have been killed. She received
numerous death threats. As it
was, she was in Philadelphia
and never returned to Memphis.
She published two books on
the issue of lynching,
“Southern Horrors” in 1892
and “The Red Record” in
1895. She provided 14 pages
of statistics related to the
cases she analyzed, pictures,
newspaper accounts, and her
detailed interviews. Frederick
Douglas was a supporter of
Wells, praising her forthright
prose and detailed analysis. In
1893 and 1895 she went on
speaking tours to Britain,
where she encouraged the
populace to boycott American
cotton from the South. She
also impressed on them the
violence of lynching in the
United States. While there she
was invited also to write about
her trips for the Daily InterOcean, based in Chicago.
She settled in Chicago,
which was a more diverse city
with an active civil rights
movement. There she met
lawyer and civil rights activist
Ferdinand Barnett, who was a
widower with two sons. In
1893 they worked together on
a movement to boycott the
World’s Columbian Exposition
in Chicago because of the lack
of representation by Black
people. Barnett had founded
The Chicago Conservator in
1893, and quickly asked Wells
to write for the paper. In 1895
the two were married. Together they had four children.
Wells changed her last name
to Wells-Barnett, an unusual
move at the time, showing
once again how ahead of her
time she was.
Wells continued to work on
anti-lynching, pushing for an
anti-lynching bill in Congress.
She vociferously objected in
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cards, birth certificates, school
photos, birth announcements,
and on and on and on. Since
my dear husband was a really
skilled photographer whose
preferred medium was 35 mm
slides, when he finally
switched to print photos, we
had over 7,000 slides, which I
had organized into those little
Kodak cubes, chronologically
(sort of), and which were pretty
well organized.
By the time Rog died in
2006 we also had another
more than 7,000 printed photos, not counting my digital
photos. So, I had all these
photos organized into albums,

numbered and dated. The
digitals were the stepchildren
and there were virtually no
printouts of those shots I had
taken. I guess these organizing activities are some of the
down sides of being a type A
personality.
For six months in the second half of 2006 I decided to
save all of these photos in a
way that they could be more
easily accessed without the
kids having to come to my
home in Dayton to look
through the albums or have a
slide show. I bought an Epson flat-bed photo scanner
and digitized all of these

print when proposals were
made to segregate Chicago
schools. She also became
active in the suffrage movement. In Chicago she focused
on women’s right to vote. Illinois had granted women the
right to vote for local offices
and national electors, the first
state east of the Mississippi
to do so, but not for governor, state or national legislators. She founded the Alpha
Suffrage Club, along with
Belle Squire, dedicated to
the right of all women to vote
in all elections. Her club was
invited to march in the National American Woman Suffrage Association (NAWSA)
in Washington in 1913, but
when she got there she was
told, in deference to Southern
members, to march at the
back of the parade. Needless
to say, she was not going to
do that. She joined the spectators and when the Illinois
delegation arrived, she
stepped out and joined them,
linking arms with her colleagues, Squire and Virginia
Brooks.
Ida Wells was a fighter with
strong opinions. During World
War I, the government put her
under surveillance as an agitator. Even within organizations,
she had helped found, such as
the National Association of
Colored Women and the National Association for the Ad-

vancement of Colored People
(NAACP), she was eased
aside or lost elections for
higher positions to more conciliatory people. She wrote an
autobiography, “Crusade for
Justice,” which was completed
and published posthumously
by her daughter Alfreda Barnett Duster in 1970. Wells died
of kidney disease March 25,
1931, and was buried with her
husband in Oak Woods
Cemetery in Chicago.
While a major force for justice in her time, she was forgotten for a generation or two,
but her legacy has since been
embraced in more recent
times. She was far ahead of
her time, but many of her
ideas and actions have been
revived in subsequent civil
rights movements. I suspect
she would be surprised and
disappointed to see how many
of her causes are still outstanding. While almost 200
anti-lynching bills have been
introduced to Congress since
1892, most recently in 2018
and 2020, both houses have
yet to pass one. Likewise,
voting rights are still subject
to suppression. This dynamic, fearless, outspoken,
feisty woman would no doubt
fit right into the current world,
pushing and writing for the
rights of all to a good education, the right to vote, and
freedom from terrorism.

slides and photos. Each evening when I came home from
the office, I scanned photos.
This scanner is amazing – it
has a device that will hold four
35 mm slides at a time, and
will convert them, individually,
to digital format in about a minute (maybe two). The printed
photos, any size, could be laid
on the flat-bed panel and in
about 20 seconds, it was digitally converted. Each image
could easily be named, and
dated and these little gems
could be scanned at varying
resolutions, so if fine detail
were required because the
intention was to print an
enlarged photo later, that
could be accomplished. If everyday viewing or printing 3x5
photos were the objective,
lower resolution could be selected, which speeded up the
scanning process.
I have scanned more than
5,000 Hightstown High School
yearbook photos from 28
years’ worth of yearbooks for
our reunions over the past ten
years. This scanner has even
let me scan those little tiny 2x3
photos, which I can then make
as big as I like. I’ve scanned
the 700 photos and documents I found in my garage in
the past two weeks. It’s fun to
look at my 1965 prom photo or
prints from my eighth-grade

dance at Monroe School #2
(now Applegarth). I even found
my SAT scores from junior
and senior year.
I made sets of the digitized
photos for each of my children
and my (then young) grandson
so they could be searched or
printed or viewed on a computer or TV. The digitals were
stored on external small hard
drives – each person has his
or her own set. Since the slide
cubes were named and dated,
as were the printed photos, I
was able to say to my then
seven-year-old grandson “If
you want to see what your dad
looked like when he was
seven, go to the slide file that
says “1977.” My daughter has
used some of these old pix as
Facebook photos.
My children will have the
benefit of family history from
these photos – I found a photo
of my great-grandmother the
other day (which I scanned, of
course) – she was 102 years
old. My children certainly
never knew her – but they can
get to know a little bit about
her if they ask.
If you decide that this organizing approach might be of
interest and you need some
guidance, please feel free to
call me – I’ll be happy to talk
with you or show you how it
works.
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Sound Advice
Norman J. Politziner, CFP®, CeFT® President of NJP Associates

Act by the end of 2020 for a major retirement income tax break
A confluence of events
has suddenly aligned to
create a major tax planning
opportunity for individuals
who are currently taking
IRS-mandated required
m in i m u m
d i str ib u tio n s
(RMDs) from an individual
retirement account or are
about to start taking RMDs.
A provision of the CARES
Act – the COVID crisis
emergency aid law in effect
since March 27, 2020 – lets
you skip your required minimum distribution in 2020.
Since many individuals of
RMD-age (72 and above)
have been remaining
homebound during the
COVID crisis and are
spending less, skipping all
or part of an RMD is easy
and often makes sense
over the long term. Skipping an RMD in 2020 would

leave that money in the IRA
to compound tax-free over
a longer time-period.
Here is where the unusual alignment of factors
takes a special twist. Instead of skipping your 2020
RMD and simply leaving it
in your retirement account,
you can withdraw all or part
of it, pay the income tax on
the withdrawal amount and
use that amount to fund a
tax-free Roth IRA!
Distributions taken as
RMDs from pre-tax retirement accounts are always
taxable whereas distributions from a Roth IRA are
never taxable! Converting
could provide tax-free income for years, and when
you die, to your spouse and
your IRA beneficiaries for
the life of the Roth IRA.
The year 2020 also happens to be particularly good
to convert assets from a
traditional pre-tax retirement account to a Roth
IRA. Why? Because when
you withdraw assets held in
a traditional IRA or other
qualified pre-tax retirement
account you will owe income tax on the withdrawals. The unusual confluence of events making it
possible for you to live on a
lower income during the
COVID crisis creates this
unique tax saving opportunity for long-term investors
who act before December
31, 2020.
With stock prices still off
their all-time highs and con-

tinuing to suffer frequent
one-day drops, taking the
opportunity to sell stocks in
your retirement account
and converting the proceeds into a Roth IRA
makes particularly good
sense. In addition to selling
these stocks when they are
relatively cheap, you would
also be realizing the taxable
income from the retirement
account at a time when the
COVID crisis has kept your
expenses low.
Between now and the
end of 2020, the unusual
confluence of events makes
it wise to evaluate skipping
a required minimum and
converting to a tax-free
Roth IRA. It is a major tax
saving opportunity that you
might not want to miss.
Norman J. Politziner, CFP, a
resident of Encore, is an Investment Adviser Representative of Kingsview Asset Management.
For more information, questions, or comments, we encourage you to visit our website at
www.politziner.com or call us at
(732) 296-9355.
©2020Advisor Products Inc.
All Rights Reserved.
The views and information
contained herein may have
been prepared independently of
the presenting Representative
and are presented for informational purposes only and should
not be construed as investment
advice. This information is not
intended as tax or legal advice.
Please consult with your Attorney or Accountant prior to acting
upon any of the information contained in this correspondence.

Where did the 24 hours go?
By Allan Kaufman

The pain had gotten to the
point where I had a hard time
walking, no less standing.
This was about nine months
ago, when I first experienced
the shooting pain down the
back of my thighs. Not wanting to hear the worst, I opted
to meet with a physiatrist, a
physician who treated my
tennis elbow previously, and
a physician who does not do
surgery.
He took an X-ray and told
me that it appeared as
though I had an issue with
some discs, but at this time
he suggested physical therapy. Six weeks later, the pain
still existed. He then recommended an epidural. One
quick shot of a steroid along
with some pain medication.
The immediate effect was
great, but being pain free
lasted all of two days. It was
at that point that the physiatrist suggested an MRI and a
visit to one of his partners,
an orthopedic surgeon specializing in spine surgeon.
After my initial visit with the
surgeon, there was no question that the only option was
back surgery as I had a confirmed case of spinal stenosis and with that a few discs
that were not playing nice
with each other. I decided to

get a second opinion, going
to the Hospital for Special
Surgery in New York City.
Four years earlier I had a
very good experience at that
hospital when I had my right
knee replaced at HSS.
The spine surgeon at HSS
confirmed my diagnosis. I
decided to have the surgery
there and then the COVID
virus reared its ugly head.
That postponed all elective
surgery. It was mid-March. I
waited, in pain for the next
three and a half months
when, in early June, I was
told that HSS would begin
elective surgery in early July.
I met with my surgeon in mid
-June and was set up to
have my back repaired on
July 7.
Now comes the fun part.
My wife Diane was allowed
to be with me, in the hospital,
waiting with me until I was
going to be brought into the
operating room. We got to
the hospital in the morning,
and I was checked into the
hospital and was sent to the
pre-op room. I got hooked up
to IVs and met with the anesthesiologist. After that the
next 24 hours are a blank.
I do not remember kissing
my wife before being
wheeled into the OR. I have
(Continued on page 15)
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Dance songs from
the Dance Club

Clubs and Organizations

By Judy Perkus

The program that won’t be - at least not now
New Neighbors
By Christina Smith, Resident
Services Manager

Edith Stern, 94B Gloucester Way, formerly of Staten
Island, N.Y.
Chulho and Heekyung Lee,
98-O Glenwood Lane, formerly of North Brunswick, N.J.
Dawn Eagelton, 11N Village
Mall, formerly of Little Silver,
N.J.
Monika and Chris Kulp,
443A Newport Way, formerly
of Monmouth Jct., N.J.
Andrew Konstandt, 313A
Sharon Way, formerly of
Woodcliff Lake, N.J.
Jerry and Marybeth Lithgow,
418N Onset Lane, formerly of
Franklin Park, N.J.
Ramez and Mona Ghazouly, 184B Old Nassau
Road, formerly of Manalapan,
N.J.
Teresa Kravitz, 104B Glenwood Lane, formerly of Bradenton, Fla.
Andrew Miller, 95B Gloucester Way, formerly of Toms
River, N.J.
Dominick and Dawn Schork,
341A Narragansett Lane, formerly of Millstone, N.J.
Phyllis Daddio, 211A Rossmoor Drive, formerly of Myerstown, Pa.
Cindy Smith, 570N Westport
Lane, formerly of Perth Amboy, N.J.
Salvatore and Pauline Gebbia, 9N Sussex Way, formerly
of Franklin Lakes, N.J.
Barbara D’Amato, 4C Village Mall, formerly of Monroe
Twp., N.J.
Man and Young Choi, 195A
Mayflower Way, formerly of
Columbus, N.J.
Kavita Raisinghani, 312N
Sharon Way, formerly of Monroe Twp., N.J.

By Diane England

Last month, I announced the
Women’s Guild won’t open for
the 2020-2021 program year
until at least January. And
frankly, we’ll have to see if
we’re able to do that. Still,
though, I thought I’d share
what the Board was contemplating for our kick-off September show just a week before
Rossmoor announced its shutdown. After all, none of us expected to be in this situation.
When one member suggested building a show around
the theme of a pajama party, it
sounded like fun. We’d make it
reminiscent of what we’d experienced in our pre-teen or
early teen years. Hence, we’d
invite members to show up in
pajamas or nightgowns and
their robes. However, we also
hoped some might arrive with
pink plastic curlers in their
hair—or even have their hair
set on well-washed frozen
orange juice cans with their
tops and bottoms punched
out.
It was my job to take things
from there. I immediately began to review videos showcasing artists we’d listened to on
45-rpm records played on
portable record players. Of
course, this might be after
spending part of a Saturday
listening to records in a booth
in a record shop, and then
returning home with one or
more of the week’s current
hits. Sadly, the sound might
not be as good as in the
booth. Of course, the record
player was apt to be high fidelity, not stereo.
Certainly, though, it was
important to have a radio as
well at this time, wasn’t it? So,
did you tune in regularly to

listen to Murray the K (Murray
Kaufman) or Cousin Brucie
(Bruce Morrow)—or perhaps
you spent time listening to
both?
Radio station WINS actually
introduced the New York area
to rock and roll music in the
1950s. In fact, both Murray
Kaufman and Bruce Morrow
were at this station in 1959.
And while we continued to
listen to Murray the K on
WINS, don’t you remember
those days when Cousin Brucie could be heard on WABC
at night in like thirty-five
states?
Apparently, Murray the K
championed many singers in
rock and roll’s heyday. He
would listen to unsolicited records. If he liked what he
heard, he’d start playing it on
the air immediately. In fact,
many White teens were exposed to great Black R&B artists as well as those from Motown because of him.
When the Beatles arrived
from England to perform on
the Ed Sullivan Show in February 1964, Murray the K went
to the airport to meet them. He
apparently also took control of
their press conference, however, this worked out well for
him. He ultimately joined them
on tour. Once, when someone
asked why he was even there,
George apparently said he
was the fifth Beatle. Murray
the K began to reference himself in this way, too.
Murray the K was skilled at
setting up concerts. The first
one he did was in the Palisades Amusement Park in
1958. Eddie Fisher and
Sammy Davis, Jr., performed.
In 1959, he organized a concert at Brooklyn’s Paramount

(S)milestones

with Ray Charles, Brenda Lee,
and Chubby Checker. Then
later, he arranged to introduce
the Rolling Stones to the city
via a concert at Carnegie Hall.
On my trip down memory
lane, I remembered a moldy
oldies radio show on Saturday night. Was it on WABC?
I’m not sure. Since this music
was all still quite new, perhaps they’d labeled some of
it this way because they expected it to languish as opposed to becoming timeless,
as much music has become?
Some of the songs I’m thinking of, and I would likely
have played at our September program, include “Last
Kiss,” “Tell Laura I Love
Her,” and “Leader of the
Pack.”
I regret we can’t do this after
all. Perhaps in the fall of 2021?
Meanwhile, find some joy and
laughter in old memories. And
please, do take care and stay
safe.

Emily, granddaughter of
Carol De Hann, graduated in
May from The College of
New Jersey with a magna
cum laude Bachelor of Science degree in public health.
She has already completed
about half the credits she
needs for a master’s degree
in that subject.
As she pursues the advanced degree, she was recently invited by a New Jersey health-care providing
company to come in for an
interview. Little did she suspect, when several years ago
she chose to study public
health, that it might well become the defining issue of
this twenty-first century.
Good timing, Kiddo.

Joe and Lucille Conti are proud to announce that their
granddaughter, Julia Gargano, one of the recent finalists
on American Idol has been awarded a recording contract
as the result of her performances.

the 24 hours
(Continued from page 14)

no recollection of being in
OR, the recovery room or the
step-down room. I just remember being in the 8th floor
room, some 24 hours after I
was wheeled into surgery.
Diane said she came to
the step-down care room to
see me but I was feeling the
effects of the pain medication
and anything I said to her
made no sense. I didn’t remember that. I don’t remember anything except waking

up in room 821. “What the
hell happened?” I yelled to
no one in particular. Perhaps
it was the anesthesia in combination with the pain killers I
received post-op that caused
me to lose 24 hours out of
my life.
While the surgery was successful and I’m recovering
nicely, I still want to find out
what happened to the 24
hours I’m missing from my
life.
I can be reached at
allan,kaufman0125@gmail.c
om. Your comments are
most welcome.

News from the Book
Discussion and
Writers’ Groups
By Norman Perkus

Members of the Book Discussion Group have been
meeting virtually via Zoom. In
August, they discussed “A
(Continued on page 16)

CULINARY CORNER
By Sidna Mitchell

Squash, let me tell
you the ways
According to the nursery
where we bought the plants,
Ken and I have yellow zucchini
in our site at the Monroe
Township Community Garden.
Those yellow things, however,
look like yellow or summer
squash to me. It isn’t long and
skinny like the green zucchini.
It starts off skinny and then
bulges out.
Whether they’re yellow zucchini or summer squash,
though, they are very tasty and
definitely plentiful. We’ve
shared our squash with our
friends, neighbors and the
Comcast tech. Also, I’ve made
zucchini/yellow squash pickles
(using the same 24-hour cucumber pickle recipe from
Linda Monaco), zucchini/
yellow squash-cranberry cook-

Yellow Squash
Casserole
Emily De Haan

“I Can’t Dance.” It’s “Better
When I’m Dancing.” “I Wanna
Dance With Somebody” but
I’m “Dancing With Myself.”
After Hurricane Isaias last
month. We were “Dancing in
the Dark.” We had our “Last
Dance” in February. Why are
there so many quotation
marks? These are all dance
song titles.
President Armen DeVivo
and the Rossmoor Dance
Club think “You Should Be
Dancing,” and we should
“Begin the Beguine,” but we
have to cancel the rest of our
2020 schedule due to the
pandemic and wait till 2021
to say “Let’s Dance.”

2 cups sliced yellow squash
¼ cup chopped onion
18 Ritz crackers, finely
crushed
½ cup sharp Cheddar
cheese

ies, squash ribbons, squash
chips to be dipped in marinara
sauce, (thanks to a recipe from
Dr. Adam Johnson, our chiropractor), oven-baked squash
sticks, yellow squash in a
vegetable medley with onions,
tomatoes and green pepper, a
squash cobbler for dessert;
and, of course, yellow squash
casserole.
Growing up down South, I
never cared for any kind of
squash. Later, as a damn Yankee, I learned to enjoy summer squash, gray squash, and
zucchini. Years ago, I was
treated to a yellow squash
casserole that my mother insisted I try. It was delicious.
Unfortunately, that recipe was
not in her collection that I inherited but I found one on the
Internet that pretty much duplicated it. Here’s the recipe.

Culinary
Corner
1 egg, beaten
6 tablespoons (3 oz.) milk
2 tablespoons melted butter
½ teaspoon salt
pepper to taste
1 tablespoon butter

Preheat oven to 400 degrees.
Put squash and onions in a saucepan with water to
cover.
Cook about five minutes or until squash is tender.
Drain and place in a large bowl.
In another bowl, mix cracker crumbs and cheese.
Stir half of the cracker mixture into the squash and onions.
In a small bowl mix eggs and milk and then add to
squash mixture.
Stir in melted butter and season with salt and pepper.
Grease a casserole dish and spread in the squash mixture.
Sprinkle with the remaining cracker mixture. Dot with
one tablespoon butter.
Bake in 400-degree oven for about 20 minutes or until
casserole is lightly browned and cooked through.
Makes about four servings.
I can be reached via e-mail at sbmcooks@aol.com.
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Wow, it’s that time of the year again?

Religious Organizations

By Adrienne Brotman

Janet and Jim Wilson’s new puppy, Selah, meets Honey
Owens for the first time.

God will bless the animals . . . and us too
By Alyce Owens

Not only are we living
through what is probably the
greatest health disaster of
our lives – the terrible COVID
-19 virus – what makes it
worse are all the things we’re
missing out on during what
should be the carefree delicious days of retirement and
relaxation. We’re getting the
relaxation I guess (albeit
somewhat stressful), but I for
one would rather have it on
my own terms, not at the
hands of a deadly virus that
threatens me, my family and
friends and lurks almost anywhere.
Bad as it is and has been
since March 15, 2020, this
too shall pass, and we’ll look
back on it in wonderment
and anger and joy that we
survived.
The challenge to do things
differently has never been
greater. After 60, 70, 80
years of living one way,
we’ve been forced to find
new ways to meet our basic
needs. Things we thought we
couldn’t live without, we do.
Places we knew we HAD to
go, we can’t. Services and
people we never really appreciated or ever gave a
thought to in the past have
suddenly become “essential
workers,” and we put up
signs and remember to say,
“Thank you,” for things
they’ve always done for us
but we’ve unfortunately taken
for granted in the past.
Last year, on Oct. 19, the
Community Church held the
first ever Blessing of the Animals on our Village Green. It
was a happy day attended by

Book Discussion
(Continued from page 15)

Gentleman in Moscow” by
Amor Towles. On Thursday,
Sept 17, at 3 p.m., they will
be discussing “1984” by
George Orwell. All Rossmoorites are welcome to join
us.
The Writers’ Group also
has monthly Zoom chats to
discuss what members are
writing. Rossmoorites are
welcome to join us to discuss
what they are writing or
thinking of writing. The next
session is Thursday, Sept.
24, at 10 a.m.
For both groups, call Norman Perkus at 609-395-1552
for the Zoom meeting ID and
password.

at least 50 pets and their
“parents.” We had hoped for
even more this year. I’m
sorry to say because of the
COVID-19 restrictions for
any event where people
would assemble, even outside, we will have to wait till
next year for this to happen.
But take heart, God is not
constrained by these human directives, and He continues to love us and bless
us all, and if ever there was
a time we needed that, it’s
now. We might be experiencing a different manner
of worship than we’re used
to during this difficult time.
Perhaps we’re watching
religious services on our
computers or smart phones
through the technology of
Zoom, or YouTube, or livestreaming. Or you may offer
your prayers in quiet solitude or shout them in joyful
praise, but you still can
pray. God listens even if
we’re not sitting inside the
beautiful buildings we’re
used to.
So, even though we won’t
be able to gather for a formal
blessing on the Village
Green, let’s not let this year
go by without asking God to
bless our precious pets —
and all the animals around
us. Whether you lay your
hand on your pet and speak,
or just silently offer your
prayer to God, He will hear.
You might want to use these
words: “(Your pet’s name),
you are greatly loved. May
you be blessed by the God
who created you, and may
we continue to enjoy life together, happy and well.”
If you would like to watch
the beautiful video worship
services created by Pastor
Robin each week since
March 15, simply enter this
YouTube link into the address window of your
browser, and share a few
quiet moments with the
Rossmoor
Community
Church:
https://
bit.Ly/36g266C
And may God bless us all.

Believe it or not Rosh Hashana, the Jewish New Year,
will begin on the evening of
Sept.18. The year of 5781
will begin for Jews throughout the world. The question
will be, what will this new
year bring and how will it be
different? Many families will
enjoy chicken soup with their
dinners, so here is the recipe
for chicken soup:
Ingredients
 Package of soup greens,
(which includes an onion, a
carrot, celery,
parsley,
parsnip, turnip, and a
strand of dill.)
 Dill (to taste)
 5 large carrots
 1 lb. skinless, boneless
chicken thighs
 Water
 3 to 4 Telma Chicken
Flavour Stock Cubes
Directions: Put chicken in
a 5 qt. soup pot. Fill ¾ of the
pot with water. Put on stove
on medium heat. Add soup
greens, except the carrot.
You may want to cut the
parsnip and turnip into quarters. Add dill to taste. Then
peel and cut carrots. Add
carrots once soup has begun
to boil. Add Telma cubes,
reduce heat and cover. Cook
for about two hours. Strain
soup then add carrots and
chicken back to soup. You
may want to add the turnip

and parsnip if you like their
taste. Discard all other ingredients.
Suggestions: Mesh netting
can be used to hold all ingredients. It makes clean up very
easy. You may want to add
the frame of a roasted chicken
if you have one for added flavor. Cooking soup a day or
two before you are serving it
allows you to skim off the fat
from the top for a hearthealthier soup. Chicken soup
freezes well also.
The congregation will be
zooming the High Holiday
services beginning on Friday,
Sept. 18, at 6:30 p.m. Zoom
services will continue on Saturday, Sept. 19, at 10:30
a.m. Yom Kippur, Kol Nidre,
Zoom service will begin on
Sunday, Sept. 27, at 6:30
p.m. and continue on Monday, Sept. 28, at 10:30 a.m.
Zoom Yizkor memorial service will begin at 5 p.m. on
Monday, Sept. 28, with the
Ne’ilah, concluding service
following the memorial service.
If you would like more information about the congregation, please contact Karen
Seiden, vice president of
membership or Cindy Sigl,
president of the congregation.
The congregation wishes
everyone health and happiness in these trying times.

Sorry folks, no
Spaghetti Dinner
this year
By Alyce Owens

The Spaghetti Dinner has
been one of the most eagerly
anticipated social events
each year since 1997.
Started and run by tour Kiwanis Club each spring and
fall for 19 years, then more
recently hosted by the Community Church, this coming
October’s Spaghetti Dinner
would have marked 23 years
of gastronomic pleasure for
our residents.
Unfortunately, our wellloved Spaghetti Dinner
will be another casualty
of the COVID-19 virus. In
the past, our beautiful
Clubhouse Ballroom was
packed with 150 happy,
hungry res idents and
friends, but this year it
will sit empty, no doubt
missing us as much as
we miss it.
But take heart, spaghetti
lovers, this tradition will be
resumed whenever life returns to normal and we can
once again gather to eat,
drink and be merry together.
Until then, thankfully there
are many local restaurants
eager and able to deliver to
you a wonderful meal. They
just can’t offer the same fun
and congeniality! For that,
you’ll have to wait till next
year, folks.

SPORTS
The top five health benefits of Croquet
By John N. Craven

Since there’s no croquet to
be played at the moment, it
means there’s some time for
reflection on some aspects of
the game. Here are the top
five health benefits of croquet:
 Being outdoors: A 2011
study found that outdoor
exercise was associated
with greater decreases in
tension, confusion, anger,
and
depression
when
compared to indoor activity.
Even just five minutes of
exercise in a green space
can improve mood and self
-esteem.
 A fun way to get some
mild exercise: Playing
croquet is a leisure activity
that offers effective yet
gentle exercise that is easy
on the joints and not
strenuous.
 Can be done at any age:
The non-strenuous, lowimpact nature of the game
makes it an activity that
can be enjoyed throughout
a lifetime. Croquet is low
impact
(just
walking,
bending and swinging a
roughly two-pound mallet

MONROE TWP.
FIRE DISTRICT #3
AT YOUR SERVICE,
ANYTIME.
www.mtfd3.com
609–409–2980

to hit a one-pound, solid
plastic ball), yet it can be
highly
competitive,
strategic, and mentally
stimulating, with a major
social component where
you will make many new
friends.
 Socialize:
Playing the
game is an excellent way
to meet new people.
Croquet clubs mix people
up and put partners
together when doubles are
played. Men and women
play together on equal
terms.
 Emphasizes
good
sportsmanship
and
camaraderie:
Croquet

provides
camaraderie
among aficionados all over
the
world.
Players
vacationing in a foreign
land will get a warm
welcome if they choose to
visit the local croquet club.
Our Club welcomes all
residents. Anyone seeking a
form of light exercise, the
enjoyment of the outdoors,
an opportunity to mingle with
friends and neighbors and to
learn a simple yet challenging game on a professional
level playing court, should
contact Betty Ann Clayton.
Look for us on the croquet
court any Friday afternoon.
Come join us, you’ll like it.

One of the casualties of storm Isaias. Thankfully, no one
was injured.
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N.J. Voters To Get
Mail-in Ballots for
November Election
due to COVID-19

A message from High Tech
Landscapes, Inc.
 Please call the East Gate

and leave a message with
any questions or concerns:
609-655-5134.
 The
third
round
of
fertilization was a liquid
application
of nutsedge
control using herbicide that
produces
fast,
visible
results,
and
controls
difficult weeds, such as
nutsedge, all season long
and aids in reducing future
generations of weeds. This
took place last month.
 The last lawn application of
the year will be done
between Oct. 25 and Nov.
30. This is a fertilizer and
agricultural
ground
limestone on all turf areas
except
the
outside
perimeter along Forsgate
Drive
and
Applegarth









Road. Gypsum will be
applied to the outside
perimeter.
The first pruning (late
spring/early summer) has
been
completed.
The
second pruning of all
bushes
and
flowering
shrubs has started this
month.
Street
sweeping
was
completed in August.
Fall cleanups will start in
October.
Please remember to put
any debris at the curb
Sunday night for us to pick
up Monday morning.
Just a reminder, the newly
installed soil and seed
needs to be watered at
least twice a day, 45
minutes in the a.m. and
p.m.

New Library hours
Starting August 17, the Monroe Township Public Library will
be open 4 nights per week.
We will be open to the public:
Monday through Thursday | 9:30 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Friday | 9:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday | Closed
Designated senior hours:
Monday, Wednesday and Friday | 9:30 a.m. – 11 a.m.
These times are reserved for our senior visitors.
Curbside Pickup Service will remain:
Monday, Wednesday and Friday | 11 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Tuesday and Thursday | 3:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
We plan to expand the hours for curbside pick-up service in
the future.
Overdue fines will not accrue at this time.
In-person programs will resume at a later date. We continue
to offer a robust line-up of virtual programs for adults, children
and teens via Zoom. A full schedule can be found at
www.monroetwplibrary.org/virtual-programs.

Community Food Drive
The Monroe Township Public Library will once again be a
drop-off site for M.C.F.O.O.D.S. A collection cart has been
placed in the Library’s temporary entrance in the Library
Meeting Room.
Please help replenish the supply of non-perishable food
and ensure that all Middlesex County residents have access
to nutritious foods and necessities. Middlesex County’s Emergency Food Distribution Network serves more than 140 local
food pantries, soup kitchens, and social service agencies
each week.

Garden State voters will
receive mail-in ballots to vote
in November’s election as
the state battles COVID-19,
said Gov. Phil Murphy in an
address on August 14.
Murphy said the November
3 election will be a “hybrid”
election and all 6.2 million
registered voters will receive
an official ballot in the mail.
However, in-person polling
locations will still be available
in a limited number.
“As much as we enjoy the
time-honored traditions of
joining our neighbors on line
to cast our ballots on Election Day, and as much as we
(Continued on page 18)

Monroe Township Partners with Rutgers Cooperative
Extension to Implement Rain Garden Project at
Senior Center
August 12, 2020 – Monroe Township (Middlesex
County) announced today
that it is one of approximately
84 towns in New Jersey to
receive grant funding from
the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
implement green infrastructure projects in partnership
with the Rutgers Cooperative
Extension (RCE) Water Resources Program.
“I am thrilled that our environmentally friendly community has been granted the
opportunity to participate in
this rain garden program in

cooperation with Rutgers,”
said Mayor Gerald W. Tamburro. “We are always looking to advance our sustainability initiatives to ensure a
cleaner and greener future
for our town.”
The grant was used to install rain garden beds at the
Monroe Township Senior
Center located at 12 Halsey
Reed Road. The RCE prepared the site, provided technical support and funded project materials.
A rain garden is a shallow
depression that is planted
with deep-rooted native
plants and grasses. Typically
positioned near a runoff
source such as a downspout
or driveway, rain gardens
capture rainwater runoff and
stop the water from reaching
the sewer system.
The aim of the rain garden
project is to demonstrate the
benefits of green stormwater
infrastructure and offer an
environmental education opportunity for visitors to the
site.
“The Rutgers Cooperative
Extension (RCE) Water Resources Program is very excited about partnering with
Monroe Township to build
these beautiful rain gardens.
It is a great project that can
be completed while social
distancing,” said Dr. Obropta,
RCE Extension Specialist in
Water Resources. “It is wonderful to see communities
continue to work to protect

the health of their local waterways as we, as a society,
struggle to maintain our personal health during this pandemic.”
In Monroe Township, the
rain garden beds are featured on either side of the
main entrance of the Senior
Center. Each bed is approximately 400 to 600 square
feet. Designed to conform to
the existing landscaped beds
adjacent to the building, the
gardens will manage rooftop
stormwater runoff from adjacent downspouts.
“The Monroe Township
Environmental Commission
and Green Team have
greatly appreciated our collaborative effort with RCE on
this project,” said Karen Polidoro, Environmental Commission
Chairperson.
“Raingardens function as a
beautiful way to ‘green’ Monroe by helping to reduce the
amount of stormwater runoff
that directly enters our
streams.”
For more information on
raingardens or to get involved with the Environmental Commission and
Green Team projects, contact Kathy Budge at
kbudge@monroetwp.com.
The Environmental Commission meets the first
Wednesday of each month at
7 p.m. Please visit the calendar on the Monroe Township
website for information on
how to attend.

Rain garden beds at the Monroe Township Senior Center
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HEALTH CARE CENTER NEWS
Safety first with the flu vaccine clinics
(Continued from page 1)

of appointments at the entrance. If you arrive too early
for your appointment you will
be asked to wait in your car
until your scheduled appointment. There will be NO walkins.
As you arrive wearing a
mask and on time for your
appointment you will have
your temperature checked,
be asked several questions
about your health concerning
exposure to COVID-19 and
then you will be asked to
sanitize your hands. Then
you will be directed to a registrar who will check your
insurance card and completed signed forms. Next
you will be directed to a nursing station for your shot.
You may stand or sit while
you are receiving the shot.
Please remember to wear a
short sleeve shirt. Our staff will
be disinfecting furniture and
equipment after each resident
and there will be a designated
entrance and exit from the
room. After your flu shot, you
can leave. If you have never
received a flu shot, we will ask
you to wait 15 minutes in the
Ballroom in a designated
area away from other residents for observation.
At our flu clinics we accept
MOST insurances, but there
are three that we do not accept: AmeriHealth Local
Value Network, Empire
Health Plan, and Horizon
Medicare Advantage HMO.
These insurance companies
do not have a contract with
Saint Peter’s University Hospital. Please bring your PRIMARY insurance card with
you as we must see it. There
is a fee for those without insurance or those with the
above insurances.
Residents who are computer savvy can make an
appointment online starting
Aug 3. Please log onto
SPPANJ.com/FLUCLINIC.
Choose Rossmoor and the
date and time of the flu clinic
you would like to attend. Follow the prompts and complete all fields.
Residents who are not
comfortable with a computer
or do not have one may call
(609) 439-3783 to make an
appointment. The phone will
be open from 8 a.m. to 2
p.m. Monday through Friday and on Saturday from
9 a.m. to noon starting Aug
3. The phone will not accept messages. If the phone
line is busy or it is before or
after those hours, please call
back. Do not call the Health
Care Center because the
nurse will not have access to
the appointment schedule.
We will not give pneumonia vaccines at the flu clinics
this year. Pneumonia vaccines will be given in the
Healthcare Center. If you
need a pneumonia vaccine,
we will need a prescription
from your doctor indicating
which pneumonia vaccine he
or she wants you to have.
Please call the Healthcare

Center at (609) 655-2220 to
make an appointment.
We are offering flu shots to
residents who are homebound. Please call the
Healthcare Center at 609655-2220 for more information to arrange for a nurse
come to your home to give
you the flu vaccine.
We would like to inform
everyone that the 2020
Healthcare Center’s calendar

is the last calendar to be created and printed. I will certainly miss taking your pictures and seeing your smiles
for the calendar. We want to
thank you for all these years
and the pleasure you have
given us knowing how much
you enjoyed the calendars.
Remember YOU are the
most important member of
your healthcare team — get
your flu shot!

Classified Advertising
Home
Improvement &
Services
RELIABLE HANDYMAN SERVICES – Local resident. No job
too small. All labor guaranteed.
Call me to discuss – no obligation. Reasonable rates. Call
(609) 409-7096 or (908) 3855869.
MIKE THE HANDYMAN – See
my display ad in this edition.
(732) 780-0468.

Miscellaneous/
Services
Misty's Fabulous Flower
Beds. Planting, weeding, trimming and mulching. Free consultations. Call (908) 812-3678

Rossmoor News seeks photographs
We need pictures.
Please send us pictures you’ve taken of any Rossmoor
event or personality. We’re also happy to print your lovely
flowering tree, your new puppy, your graduating grandchild, a spectacular sunrise, the blossoms in your garden.
Send them to news@rcainj.com and include your
name, telephone number, and a title for the picture. We’ll
give you credit for it.

Contact Waste Management
609-587-1500
ID# 61565342007
for pick up of household items
NO electronics
NO upholstered furniture
No mattresses

Recycle information from
Waste Management
 No caps on glass bottles/containers in the recycle bin.
 No lids on plastic bottles.
 Only #1, #2, and #5 plastic is acceptable in the recycle







bin.
Plastics numbered #3, #4, and #7, etc. must go in the
household trash bin.
Other plastic items as well as plastic bags, plastic wrap,
shipping film, and Styrofoam go in the household trash
bin. Please, no plastic bags in the recycling bin. You can
use a plastic bag to dump your recyclables, but take the
plastic bag away with you. (Recycle it at the supermarket.)
Shredded paper cannot be recycled by Waste
Management with their current equipment so put it in the
household trash bin.
Aerosol cans must be empty and punctured before being
put into the recycle bin.

TRANSPORTATION TIDBITS
Important phone numbers:
Rossmoor Bus .......................................... 609-655-4401
Hours 10:00 -11:00 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.- 4:00 p.m.

COMPUTERS BUILT & REPAIRED - RJF Sales Company LLC. Is your computer
running slow? It may need a
tune-up. Desktop and laptop
repair in your home with precautions due to virus. Custom
built computers. Virus removal
and protection. Monroe resident with over 20 years of
computer experience. (732)
723-9537 or (732) 967-3400.
Please leave message; all
calls returned same day.
TECH BUDDY – Simple stepby-step help with smartphones, computers and tablets. Large print solutions for
low tech problems. Beginner to
Advanced. Patience and enthusiasm included. Wireless
printers, Netflix, Amazon Alexa
setup and training. Have Alexa
remind you of your appointments, read audiobooks, more.
$5 off setup. Free quote. (732)
589-4974.
techbuddybarb@aol.com

Mail-in Ballots

Help & Health
Services
COMPANION
/DRIVER—
Compassionate, experienced
Rossmoorite happy to assist.
Judy (609) 655-1026.
AT ANGEL TOUCH HOME
CARE we provide excellent
care for the elderly with licensed, insured and bonded
thoroughly screened aides.
We are a company that cares
for our patients and makes
sure they are treated by the
best. 24-hour care (living with
resident). Elderly companionship. Call (609) 907-6059.
ANNA’S HOME CARE – Certified professional caregiver is
looking for live-in/live-out job in
Monroe Township. Experienced, references. Driver’s
license. Accepts long-term
care insurance. Low prices.
Private care option. Call
Anna at (609) 409-1600 or
(908) 337-7462.

Wanted to Buy
BUYING & SELLING GUNS –
Call for pricing. (609) 5589509. Ask for David. Licensed
Firearms Dealer.

House
Cleaning
HENRYKA’S
CLEANING
SERVICE – Professional
house cleaning. Quality work.
Call (609) 586-0806.

CLASSIFIED
Ad Information
All Classified ads must be
received by Princeton
Editorial no later than the
14th of the month preceding
publication month.

(Continued from page 17)

are energized by seeking
packed polling places, we
must recognize that this is
not a regular election year,”
the governor said.
The CDC cautioned that
states should have more
polling locations and longer
hours to limit lines and promote social distancing. Voting by mail will reduce the
risk of spreading the virus
officials hope.
The mail-in ballots will be
sent out on October 5. If you
plan to use the mail in ballot,
it is best to put the vote in the
mail as soon as possible
since there are warnings that
the post office may be unable to handle last-minute
ballots.

Mail to:

Princeton Editorial
Services
P.O. Box 70
Millstone Twp., NJ 08510

RATES
$14 for 10 words,
50 cents each
additional word.


Note: Phone numbers
count as one word and
names as one word. Do
not count punctuation.
Abbreviations will be
counted as one word.



Check or money order
must accompany insert,
made payable to Princeton
Editorial Services.



Phone number or address
which appears in ad must
appear on check or money
order to ensure proper
credit.



Type or print your ad
clearly and please include
any contact information.

Monroe Township Transportation ............ 609-443-0511
Middlesex County
Area Transportation (MCAT) ................1-800-221-3520
St. Peter’s University Hospital
On Time Transportation .......................1-800-858-8463
All schedules are available outside the E&R office
(near the copy machine) or via the Web at rcainj.com and
following the links Facilities, Clubhouse and Activities,
and Bus Info.

Friendly
reminder
 Pets must be leashed at

all times
must be kept
within 3 feet from any
walk or curb
 Pet Owners must clean
up after their pets
 Pets
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